Teen Program ages 11-18: For every 10 hours of reading, teens will earn a prize - a book or summer reading themed swag and an entry into our end-of-program raffle for one of five Amazon gift cards.

INSTRUCTIONS:

NAME: ___________________________________________ AGE: _____________

Please print first and last name

EMAIL ADDRESS: ___________________________________________

OR PHONE NUMBER: ________________________________

LEVEL 1

LEVEL 2

LEVEL 3

LEVEL 4

LEVEL 5

LEVEL 6

LEVEL 7

LEVEL 8

LEVEL 9

LEVEL 10

MAY 17-AUGUST 9, 2024
BONUS MISSIONS

Each mission you complete will earn you a bonus prize!

1. Hide a friendly or encouraging note in a book for someone else to find.

2. Recommend a book to someone. What book did you recommend?

3. Read out loud to someone. Who did you read to?

4. Read a book you wouldn’t normally read. What book was it?

5. Make a piece of art to hang in the Teen Zone or the Osage branch Teen area
   Staff initials:  

6. Bring a friend to an event or to hang out in the Teen Zone. Who did you bring?

7. Play a game (video or board game) in the Teen Zone or at the Osage branch. What did you play?

8. Do something nice for someone or volunteer for an organization that serves others. Tell us a little bit about it!

9. Attend a library event at either branch. What event did you go to?

10. Take a selfie while reading somewhere that isn’t your home. Show it to a staff member.
   Staff initials:  